STORAGE MACHINE ACCESSORIES
Increace productivity and picking efficiency

Machine Accessories

Storage Machines tailored to your
business

Kasten Storage Machines are an
almost unbeatable choice when it
comes to maximum efficiency in
order picking and small parts
retrieval. We offer you an automated
system
and
a
selection
of
accessories to create your own tailormade storage solution to meet your
individual requirements.
With the ability to seamlessly link
these machines to your ERP or WMS
using
our
TC2000
software
managing your picking has never
been easier.
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TORNADO ACCESSORIES
Light position
indicator

Light pointer

Confirmation strip

Shows the operator the location of the
next pick, improves picking speed and
reduces errors.

Light beam that indicates from which box
to pick.

A strip alonside the light position indicator
for faster picking confirmation.

Tray divider

Door

In-out feeder

Dividers are useful when there’s a
need to separate items on a Tornado
tray.

With an electrical door the machine is
easily closed to prevent unauthorized
use.

Automatically brings the tray outside
the machine for easier access to big/
heavy goods.

Service door

Weight control

Service door on the cladding eases
service man to access the machine
during maintenance.

The scale shows the tray load on the
Tornado screen
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Machine Accessories

VERTICAL CAROUSEL ACCESSORIES

Light position
indicator

Confirmation strip

Door

Shows the operator the location of the
next pick, improves picking speed and
reduces errors.

A strip placed under the table for faster
picking confirmation.

With an electrical door the machine is
easily closed to prevent unauthorized
use.

Divider

Sublevel

Wooden table

Dividers are useful when there
is a need to separate items on a
Paternoster carrier.

An extra shelf on the carrier.

Instead of the standard metal table a
wooden table can be installed.
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CORIZONTAL CAROUSEL (HOCA) ACCESSORIES

Vertical Light position
indicator

Sheet metal bay

Shows the operator the location of the
next pick, improves picking speed and
reduces errors. Installed vertically.

A machine can be installed with sheet
metal bays instead of a standard wire
mesh bays.

Foot switch

Foot switch for easier picking
confirmation.
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Machine Accessories

TC2000 - WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The
TC2000
warehouse
management system is designed
for all the Kasten automatic
storage machines with flexible
controls for all types of demands.
The software enables paperless
picking and offers an easily accessible
history of activity, as well as giving a
clear indication of where goods are
located within the machine, indicating
which orders need to be picked and
updating stock levels once the item
has been taken. Windows based
system that easily integrates with
most existing ERP or WMS tools.

BATCH PICKING

With Kasten storage machine you can
optimise efficiency by batch picking,
enabling the operator to combine
numerous orders whilst guiding them
through the process of allocating the
correct item to the relevant order.
The system brings the tray to the
operator and provides information
on the product and its location.

Automated storage machines can be combined with wireless barcode
reader and pack to light systems for fast batch processing.

Label printer

Batch picking

Wireless barcode
reader

For easy and fast label printing.

Enables picking several orders from
several machines at the same time.

Wireless barcode reader for faster
picking.
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SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
We understand the importance of having a fully operational
warehouse at all times. With our preventive maintenance
program including remote support for our Tornado contract
customers we can minimize the possibility of breakdowns.
Kasten provides a full professional service package to
make sure quick response times if your product requires
attention.
To make sure your storage machine is in optimum condition
Kasten also conducts regular service to help prolong its
life and reduce down time, resulting from damage going
un-noticed. Scheduled servicing of your Machine by our
accredited and qualified service team can provide the
necessary support and assistance.
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Pallet Racking - P90

Shelving - HI280

Storage Machines - Tornado

Mobile Pallet Racking - MOVO

Cantilever

Rack Inspection

Constructor Finland Oy
Sauvonrinne 12, FI-08500 Lohja
P.O. Box 100, FI-08150 Lohja
Finland
Tel. +358 19 36251
sales@kasten.fi
www.gonvarrimachines.com

